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A Sunvpv oF RESULTS oN THE SIZE Rentspv NuMepn

R. J. FAUDREE and R. H. SCHELP

Given graphs G and E , the Ramsey number r(G, H), is the order of the smallest
complete graph K1,, such that under any 2-coloring of its edges the K1', contains
a copy of G in the first color or a copy of IJ in the second color. A natural
concept related to the Ramsey number, is the size Ramsey number i(G,H)
which is the smallest possible size of a graph -F such that under any 2-coloring
of its edges the graph F contains a copy of G in the first color or a copy of I{ in
the second color. A survey of results on size Ramsey theory will be presented,
and the impact of Paul Erd6s on the development of this area will be discussed.

1. INrnooucrloN
Paul Erd6s had a tremendous impact on many areas of mathematics, and
one of these areas is graphical Ramsey theory. His contributions started with
the classical Ramsey problem of determining the Ramsey number r(m,n),
which is order of the smallest complete graph /f1,r such that under any 2'
coloring of its edges the graph K,r,, contains a l{rn in the first color or a
Kn in the second color. He created interest in the more general problem of
studying the generalized Ramsey nun'Lbers r(G,H), where general graphs
G and f/ replace the complete graphs K^ and Kn. This lead to the
introduction of the s'ize Ramsey nun'Lber f(G,H) in a paper coauthored
by Erd6s in [14], where f(G,H) is the smallest size of a graph F, such that
under any 2-coloring of its edges the graph F contains a copy of G in the
first color or a copy offl in the second color. A sulvey ofresults along with
the influence of Paul Erd6s on the development of size Ramsey theory will
be given. Earlier papers dealing with related non-complete Ramsey results
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and problems of Erd6s can be found in [6] and [18], and the book [8] is a
survey of Erd6s problems, including those on size Ramsey theory.
Before continuing with a survey of size Ramsey number results, we need
to describe sorne notation and give some definitions. The order of a graph
G:(V,E) witlbedenotedbylcl :lV(C) | andthe si,zebye(G): iAtCll.
The maximum degree of a vertex in G will be denoted by A(G), and the
minimum degree by 6(G).

Definition L. Given graphs F, G and Il, write F -+ (G,H),if in any 2coloring of the edges of F there is a copy of G in the first color or a copy of

I{

in the second color.

When F -+ (G,ff), we say that F arrows the pair (G,H). When
H : G, we will write F -+ G. The "arrowing" notation can be extended

to any finite number of graphs k ) 2 by just coloring the edges of ,F, with k
colors. Thus, we use the notation .F -r (Gt,Gz,...,Gx) for any sequence of
k graphs (Gt,G2,... ,G*). In the case when Gr: Gz: ! '. ! : G6, the more
compact notation (G;k) will be used. The "arrowing" concept ties together
the concepts of Ramsey number and size Ramsey number.

Definition 2. Given graphs G and f/, the Ramsey number r(G, H) is the

F such that ,F, -+ (G, f/). The size Ramsey number
t'(G,H) is the smallest size of a graph F such that ,F, -+ (G,H).

smallest order of a graph

Just as in the arrowing notation, r(G), r(GyG2,,..., G6), and r(G;k)
will be used, as well as i(G), i(Gr,,G2,...,G*), and i(G;k). The Ramsey number r(G,H) implies an upper bound for the size Ramsey number
i(G, H). l,et A(G, H) : ('(c'u)), *hi.t is the number of edges in the complete graph of order r(G,H). Thus, f(G,H) < it(C,//). The relationship
between f (G, H) and -R(G, -Iy') varies widely. For example, it has been shown
that the two numbers are equal when G and H arc both complete graphs,
and the ratio i(G, O l tt(G,I/) is quite small when G and H are stars. Also,
there are many pairs of graphs (G,H) for which i(G,H) < ft(C,f1), and in
fact it is probably true for almost all pairs of graphs. Thus, it is of interest
to define the restricted s'ize Ramsey number.

Definition 3. Given graphs G and H, the restricted size Ramsey number
r*(G,H) is the smallest size of a graph .F of order r(G,H) such that
F -+ (G,H).
In Section 2 results that give exact size Ramsey numbers and
restricted size Ramsey numbers will be presented, and Section 3 will

exact
be de-
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voted to results that give upper and lower bounds on size Ramsey numbers.
Section 4 will contain other results related to the size Ramsey number.

2. Exect Stzp ReusEY

NUMBERS

The collection of pairs of graphs such that the exact value of the size Ramsey
number is known is much smaller than for the Ramsey number. This occurs
mainly because size Ramsey numbers are more difficult to determine, but it
could also be a consequence of the fact that the investigation of size Ramsey
numbers started later. We begin with two results on opposite ends of the
spectrum. One has the smallest possible value, and the other has the largest
possible value.
It has already been noted that in general f(G,H) a tt(C,fJ), but there
can be equality. The next result, which was obtained independently by
chvrital (with the proof appearing in a paper of Harary and Miller [25])
and the authors of [14], implies that equality occurs when G and I1 are
both complete graphs.

Theorem I (chvr{tal; Erd6s, Faudree, Rousseau, schelp [1a]). rorpositive
integers m and n,

t(K*,

Kn)

: il(K*, Kn) :

('**;o^)

The complete graph Kr(K*,Kn) is the unique graph with i(K*,K")
edges that arrows the pair (K*,Ki. It is natural to ask if there are pairs
oflraphs (G,H) such that i(G,H) : it(G,If) other than the complete
graphs. There are several cases of small order graphs for which this is true;
for example, it is true for the pair of equal stars K1,2, which has 3 as both
its size Ramsey number and Ramsey number, and 3 : (;).

1.

Which pairs of graphs (G n, H n^), neither of which is a complete
g7aph, have the propirty that i(Gn, Hn) : it(G*, Hn)? In particular, is this
family finite or infinite?

Question

as in the case of Kn, it.is possible that
all of the edges of the Ramsey graph are needed. In fact more may be true.
If Gn is very dense, the graphs of smallest size that arrow Gn may have at
most r(G,) vertices. This leads to the following question.

If the graph G,., is very dense,
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Question 2. Is it true that if H is a fixed graph, theni(Kn-H, Kn-H) :
,*(K, - H,K, - H) for n sufficiently large? In particular, is i(Kn - e,

K"-e):r*(Kn-e,Kn-e)?

The next result is well known and part of Ramsey folklore, but a simple
proof can be found in [1a].

Theorem 2. For positive integers m and n,

i(Kt,^,Kt,n):ntm-7.
Clearly any graph f' that arrows a pair of graphs (G, H) which have
sizem and n respectively, must have at least mln - 1 edges. In the case
of Theorem 2 the graph F : Kt,n+rn-r is sufficient when G : K1,^ ar.d
H : Kt,r, and it is ihe unique such graph.
There have been a series of results on the size Ramsey numbers for
graphs that are star forests which heavily use the fact that Kt,^+n-r 4
(Kt,*,Kt,"). In most cases the "arrowing" graph is also a star forest. This
leads to the following conjecture in [7] involving star forests.

Conjecture 1 (Burr, Erd6s, Faudree, Rousseau, and Schelp l7l). Let fi:
Ui=tKt,*, and F2 : Uj:1Kr,ni, for positive integers s,t,m; and ni for (7 <
Then,
s+f

r(FL,F2):

Ipr,
le=2

where ph

:

max{*o + nj

-

L I i, +

j:

k}.

This conjecture was also verified in [7] in the case where all of the stars
in each forest have the same size.

Theorem 3 (Burr, Erd6s, Faudree,
integers s, t, m and n,

i(sK1p,tKr,n)

:

Rousseau, and Schelp

(s

* t - l)(n

+m

-

l7)).

For

positive

1).

This previous result was generalized by Zhang in [36], where he considered the size Ramsey number for I ) 2 colors.
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Theorem 4 (Zhang [36]). For positive integets rni and ni fot (1 <

witht )

i < t)

2,

: (*r^-1)

i(myK1,n,,...,ffitKt,,,)

+1) (t(",-1)

+1).

More recently, the restriction that each star forest could only contain
stars of the same size was removed and a more genelal condition was
considered by Gy6ri and schelp in [2a]. Although they did not completely
verify the conjecture for all star forests, they did so for a large class offorests,
which provides substantial support for conjecture 1. The size Ramsey
number question for star forests is closely related to Ramsey minimal graphs,
and the prooftechniques reflect this in the next result, as well as the previous
results.

Theorem 5 (Gy<iri and Schelp l2al). Let F1 : Ui=rKt,m; and F2 :
Ut=tKt,ni, for positive integers s', t, rni and ni with m1 )- mz ) ' ' 'm,
and n1

)

n2

) "

'fi,1. Then,
s+,

i(fi,F2):Dpr,
k=2

whercpk:max{*o+ni : i,* i:k}, if fot each2lk 1s*t,

(';)

,X,,

Each of the previous size Ramsey results involve either only complete
graphs or only stars. one of the flrst mixed results involved a star and a
complete graph, and was proved by Faudree and sheehan in [20]. In the
special case of the pair (Kt,z,Kr), the Ramsey number is 2n - 1, and the
graph Kzn_t _ @ - 1)K2 -+ (Kr,z, Kn). It is shown that the restricted size
Ramsey number and the size Ramsey numbers are equal, a situation that
generally makes it easier to calculate the size Ramsey number'

Theorem 6 (Faudree and sheehan [20]). For a positive integu n
i(Kt,z, Kn)

:

r*

(Kr2, Kn) : 2(n

-

)

2,

7)2 '

More generally, the following was proved, which is another case where
the size Ramsey number and the restricted size Ramsey number are equal'
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Theorem 7

(Faudree and Sheehan

and n sufficiently large,

i(K\x, Kt *R,)

: (*t'-;'*

1)

:

[20]).

For

positive integers t > k >

Kt

r* (Kr,k,

*R,)

* 1r1,-1)+1)(n+ k-1).

In the same paper the restricted size Ramsey number
complete graphs are determined.
Theorem 8 (Faudree and Sheehan [20]). For k,n)

I
r* (Kt.n, Kr) : 1

2

*') (-* -;'

for stars and

2,

(X)

*hen k

)

n or k is odd, and

|.(n-;)*') -ry

otherwise

They also conjectured that i(K1,1r,Kn) : r*(KrJ,,/{"), but this was
n : 3 by Pikhurko in [32]. He showed
that f (K1,1r, Kil I kz a tfZ*3/2 + k *hile at the same time r* (Kt,k, Ks) :
(*{') - (r)
It was proved again by Erd6s, Faudree, and Schelp that K2n,r1- Kn - |
(Kr,n,K3), and they also conjectured that i(K1,n,Kz) : r*(Kr,n,Kz) :
('";') - (;), the number of edges in K2n:,1 - Kn. As was mentioned
above, this conjecture was proved false by Pikhurko in [32]. However, the
conjectured value for the restricted size Ramsey number r*(Kt,n,Z(:) it
correct, and in fact the cycle K3 can be replaced by any odd cycle C^ and
the restricted size Ramsey number will remain unchanged if n, is sufficiently
large. The following was proved in [13].
shown to be false even in the case when

Theorem 9 (Erdcis and Faudree [t3]). For n

) 2,3 1m 1n *

3, and m

odd,

r*(Kt,n,c*): (^; ') - (;)
In [4] Bielak considered the star-like graph ,56,r, which is the graph
obtained from the star K1,,, by subdividing one of the edges k times. Such
graphs are called brooms. It was shown that the size Ramsey number for
is linear.in n, and the precise value is determined for ^91,,r.
^92,r,
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Theorem 10 (Bielak [+]). For

n)

3,

i(St,n,Sr,r)

:4n-2.

size Ramsey number for the
[30], Lortz and Mengersen consider the
pairs (P", K1,) of paths and stars. specifically' they proved the following.

In

Theorem 11 (Lortz and Mengersen [30]). Let s ) 4
fl : max {m * t,2m - 5}, and t2: 4m - 3' Then
i(Pr,K1,1) 12mt

be fixed,

- m if s is odd and t )

m> lslzl,

t1,

and

i(P,, K1,)

I

- *2 12 - 3ml2 if s is even and t 2 tz'
if s : 4 and t ) 4, s : 5 and t > 2, s : 6 and t > 16,

2mt

Also, there is equality
and s :7 and t >-25.

Faudree, Rousseau, and sheehan considered the size Ramsey number
of the pair consisting of a star and a complete bipartite graph. In [19] they
determined the size Ramsey number for the pair (K1,r, Kz,*) by verifying
that Kz,zn+m-2 1 (Kt,n, Kz,*) for appropriate values of n and m'

Theorem 12 (Faudree, Rousseau, and Sheehan [t9])' For m Z
sufficiently large,

i(Kt,n,Kz,*) :4n *2m -

I

and n

4.

More specifically, they determine the following size Ramsey number
involving ca. This result is interesting in that it is one of the few cases
where more is known about the size Ramsey number than the generalized
Ramsey number, sirrce r(Ca,K1,n) is not known for all values of zr'

Theorem 13 (Faudree, Rousseau, and Sheehan [19])'
i(Kt,n, K2,2)

-

Fotn)

3,

4n'

The size Ramsey numbers have been calculated for small order graphs
this
and for graphs of small size. A paper by Harary and Miller ([25] started
Ramsey
size
the
of
in
[21],
process. we next give a table, which appears
just
size
Ramsey numbers) for all
restricted
the
cases
(and
in
some
,,u*bers
pairs of graphs with at most 4 vertices and without isolates. The numbers
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marked with an "*" are restricted size Ramsey numbers, and the remaining
numbers are size Ramsey numbers.
Table 1: Size Ramsey numbers

r
K2
P3

Ks
2Kz
Pa

Kr,s
Ca

*e
Ks-e
K1,s

Kz Pt Kt 2Kz Pq Kt.4 Ct Kt3 * e
L232334456
3845468918
156151820192036
356881012
78915t735*
5 t2
18
15 20
19

K4

-e

19
2t
20
39*

Ka

Ka

42*
45*
43*

55*
153

The next table gives the "arrowing" graphs that give an upper bound
for each of the size (and restricted) size Ramsey numbers. In some cases
the "arrowing" graphs are unique, but this is not true in general.
Table 2: Arrowing graphs

r

K2

K2

K2
P3

Ks

Ps

P3
Kr,s

K3
Ks
Ks - 2k2
K6

2Kz

ZKz

2Kz
Cq
2Kz
3Kz

Pt
Pa

K+ - Kz
Kz - Pt
Cs

Ks-P+

Pa

Kr,s
C+

Kt,t * e
K+-e
Ka

r
K2
P3

K3
2Kz
Pa

Kt,t
Ca

Kr,e

*e

Ka- e
K+

Kr,s
Cq
r'(r,s*e
Kt,s
Ca
Kt,t*e
Kt,q
Ka
Ks - 2K2
Kz-Kt Kz-Kz Kz-Ps
2Kt,z
2Cs, 2(K$ + e)
L
Ks-Kz Kt-Pz
Kt,s
Kz,a Kz - Kt
K6
Kz - Kz
Kz-Pz

K4-e
Kt
K4-e
Ka
Ks - Kz
K7 - 3K2
Kz-Kz
Ks
2(Ka - e)
2K+
Kt-Ps Kro-(CsuCr)
Kz - Ps
Krc - Ks
K7
Kto
Kz-Kz
Krc-Pt
Kn-K+
Kn
Kn
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In [30] Lortz and Mengersen determined the size Ramsey numbers
f(4,F2) and restricted size Ramsey numbers r*(f'l, F2) for all pairs of
forests (h, Fz) without isolated vertices of order at most 5. The following
two tables give these numbers. You will note that in some cases i(F1, Fz) :
r*(Fr,F2), but in many

cases

they are not equal.

Table 3: Size Ramsey numbers for forests

r

K2 2Pz P3

K2

2

2Pz

4

P3

3

P3U P2

Kr,s
Pa

Kr,+
Sr,a

P2 Kt,t P+ Kr,+ Sr,r
333444
565886
545576
678999
586910
711910
71214
10

PsU

Pg

11

10

P5

Table /1: Restricteil size Ramseg numbers tor lorests

r
K2
2Pz
P3

PsU P2

Kr,s
Pq

Kt,s
.9r,e

K2 2Pz P3 P3U P2 Kr,s Pa Kt,a, Sr.,a
L22333444
546851286
35451076
89812910
5961010
7tL910
L7
2l
11

17
11

10

Ps

3. Srzo Reuspv

Ps

NuNaspR

Bouxos

is of primary interest to determine when the ratio ?(G,H)lit(G,H) can
be small when G and ,FI are large order graphs. In fact this motivated the
following definition of an o-sequence of gro,phs, which was introduced in [11].

It

Definition 4. Let {G"},*=, be an infinite sequence of graphs. Then {G"}
is an o-sequence if f(G,): o(it(G^)) (i.u. Iim,-r* t(G;lhG,) :0).
a:

is known that r(K1,r) : 2n * a where a : -l if n is even and
0 if n is odd, and it has already been stated that t(K1,n) : 2n - l.

It
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Thus, clearly {KUn} is an o-sequence. With this observation, it is natural
to wonder what can be said in general about trees. In particular, Erd6s [10]
asked if there exists an absolute constant c (independent of n) such that
f@; < cn, where Pn is a path with n vertices. He offered 100 dollars for
an answer to this question. Beck solved this problem in 1983 by proving
the following theorem in [2].

Theorem 14 (Beck [2]).

i(P") < 900n.
In fact Beck proved that if 0 < r 1 7 and p : cr/rrl, where c, is a
constant that depends only on r, then the random graph Go e g(m,,p)
is almost always such that every subgraph I/ with size e(H) > r .e(Gr)
contains P,, as a subgraph with n : lmf crl. Here, 9(*,p) is the collection
of random graphs of order rn in which each edge is chosen with independent
probability p. As a corollary one has that for any fixed s ) 2, the Ramsey
number involving s colors i(P"; s) 1 crn for some constant c, that depends
only on s.
It is worth noting that although Beck's result is probabilistic, a constructive proof is possible. In [1] AIon and Chung consider the minimum
number of vertices and edges in a graph such that after the removing of all
but an e-portion of its vertices or edges, the remaining graph still contains
a path of length rn. They address this problem by giving an explicit construction which can be applied to show that the size Ramsey number for
paths is linear.
In [2] Beck also proved the following general upper bound for the size
Ramsey number of a tree T on n edges.

Theorem 15 (Beck [Z]). for a tree T with n edges and n sufficiently large,
rg) < A(T)n(togn)12.
The proof is again non-constructive and based heavily on the probabilistic method.
More recently Fliedman and Pippenger in [22] improved the result of
Beck by showing that the size Ramsey number i(fl.,) is linear in n if [, has
bounded maximum degree. They prove the following result. Let 0 ( r ( L
and let 1 ( A ( n. Then, for suitable primes p and q, the Ramanujan
graph X - Xp,q constructed in [31] has the property that e(X) 1 cA4r-3n,
where c is an absolute constant, and for any tree 7 of order at most n and
with A(7) ( A, all subgraphs H h X with e(I/) > re(X) contain 7. This
result gives the following theorem.

A
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Theorem 16 (Fbiedman and Pippenger l22l). For any trceT of order n,

rg) <"(l1r;)4",
where c is an absolute constant.

In

previous result by lowering the
[29] Ke gave an improvement of the

power of

A(")

in the upper bound for

Theorem 17 (Ke [29]).

F'or any

i(r)

i(").

tteeT of ordern,

< "(a1r1)2",

where c is an absolute constant.
should be noted that although the size Ramsey number of many trees
are linear in their order, this need not be the case in general. Beck observed
in [2] that i(G,G) 2 A(G)r(G)/2, where r(G) denotes the minimum numUer of vertices that cover all edges of a tree G. Hence, many trees have size
Ramsey numbers which are quadratic with respect to their order.

It

to have determined the appropriate order of magnitude ti f(f) by introducing a new parameter for the tree ?. Let ?
: lWl and let
have bipartition V(") : Vr U Vz' For i : 1 and 2, let t6
Lt: L.i(T) : ma* {a@) , u e V}. Further, let B(") : trAr *t2L'2'
With this, Beck gave the following bounds for i(7)'

In [3] Beck

seems

Theorem 18 (Beck [3]). For any treeT,

0g) l4 s

f

g)

3 c\Q)

( tog

lrl)

12,

where c is an absolute constant.

Beck in fact conjectured that the lower bound in the previous result is
the correct order of magnitude for i(7)'

Conjecture 2 (Beck [3]).

.Eor

any trceT,

i(r):

o(pg))

Haxell and Kohayakawa in [26] did not verify this conjecture of Beck,
but they did improve the upper bound for i(?,) in Theorem 18 considerabiy'
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Theorem 19 (Haxell and Kohayakawa [26]). For any trceT,

i(r)
for some absolute constant

< cpg)(rog (a1r;)

,

c.

Although their method of proof is non-constructive, since they use
random graphs, there are constructions based on Ramanujan graphs of [31]
which give the same bounds present in Theorem 19 for most trees.
It should be noted that the proof of the upper bound of Beck in Theorem 18 is intrinsically Ramsey theoretical, while the proof of the bound of
Theorem 19 is an extremal type result.
Very recently Rodl and Szemer6di in [33] answered negatively the following question posed by Beck in [3].

tet Gn,, be a graph with n vertices and maximum degree r. Does there exist a constant c, (depending on r) such that
i(G,,,) { c,n?
Question 3 (Beck [3]).

Theorem 20 (Rodl and szemerddi [33]). There exist positive constants c
and a, and an infinite sequence of graphs Gn, where Gn is of order n and
maximum degree A(G") :3 such that

r@; )

cn(log2n)".

This result affirms rather strongly that what holds for trees, for example
Theorems 16 and 17, no longer holds for graphs in general.
There are bounds on the size Ramsey number for some well known
classes of graphs, some of which are listed next. We begin with one that
involves the simplest connected graph that is not a tree, namely a cycle. If
the graph G in the expression i(G) is required to be an induced subgraph,
then we will call this the i,nduced Ramsey number and denote it by ii"d(G).
More precisely, ii"d(G) : min {"(t) : .L is a graph such that any 2-coloring
of the edges of -L contains an induced monochromatic copy of G).

Theorem 2L (Haxell, Kohayakawa, Ltczak l27l). For any s ) 2, there is
a constant c, that depends only on s such that
t'"o(Cn;s) .-c,n.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 21, which was proved using the
theory of random graphs and a variant of the Szemer6di Regularity Lemma,
is that the size Ramsey number of a cycle C, is linear in n.

A Survey of Results on the
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In [14], the paper introducing the size Ramsey number, bounds on the
size Ramsey number of complete bipartite graphs were given, and later
improved by Erdtis and Rousseau for the balanced complete bipartite graph.

Theorem 22 (Erd6s, Faudree,
n sufficiently large,

(i)

"-t*2m-rn

Also,

Rousseau and Schelp

m22

and

1i(K^,n,K*,n) <2]*'z*-'r.

in the balanced complete bipartite

(ii)

[14]). For

*n'r"

case (lower bound

1i(Kn,n,Kn,n)

in l17l)

1|r'r".

The result of Theorem 23, which follows, has an interesting history.
It is well known that r(K1,n, Kt) -- 2n * 1-, and approximately 20 years
ago Erd6s, Faudree, and Schelp proved that K2n,,1- Kn 1 (Kt,n,Ks) and
thought that i(Kyn, Ks) : e(Kzn+r- K*) : 3(n2 +n) 12. For the restricted
Ramsey number r*(K\n,K3), the correct number is 3(n2 + n)12 and the
graph Kzn+l - Kn is a size Ramsey graph. However, in the general case,
the graph found by Pikhurko, which yields the upper bound for Theorem 23
was overlooked. In fact, Pikhurko observed thai if n : DLtn;., then the
graph

c: (p,rn,,+R,1)+Nr
will arrow the pair (Kr,n,Ks). The size e(G) is minimized by choosing m
appropriately and when all of the n,i ate essentially the same. This gives
the upper bound in Theorem 23.
Theorem 23 (Pikhurko [32]). Fot m: o(n),

i(Ktn,cz*+t): (r + o(r))n2,

(i)
and

(ii)

n' + (.577 + o(r))n3lz 1i(K1,n,Kil < n' + t/in3l' + n.

it should be noted that there are other o-sequences. In fact, it
*as.ho*oin [16] that the sequence of graphs {G +R"}i,. is an o-sequence
Finally,

if and only if G is the emptY

graPh.
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RESULTS

A concept closely related to the size Ramsey number was initiated with
a problem posed by Harary in the 1980's. Since the Ramsey number
r(K3,7) : 2n *1 for any tree 7 on n edges, Harary asked if 2n * 7 was an
upper bound onr(K3,fI), when fl was any graph with n edges and without
isolated vertices. An upper bound was given by trrdris et. al. in [15] and
later improved by Sidorenko in [34], and then the question of Harary
answered completely by Sidorenko in [35].

Theorem 24 (Sidorenko [35]).

For any graph Hn

withn

edges and

was

without

isolated vertices,

r(Kt,H") 32n*7.
In this same paper Sidorenko conjectured that r(K3, H) S p * n, where
p is the number of vertices of f/ and n is the number of edges in 11. The
Harary question and the previous result motivated the following definition.

Definition 5. A graph G is Ramsey

size linear

if there is a constant c such

that for any graph Hn of size n without isolated vertices,

r(G,Hn) 1cn.
The concept of Ramsey size linear was introduced by Erdris et. al. in
[16]. All of the results and conjectures involving this concept, which will
be presented here, appear in this same article. It can be shown that if
e(G) > zlcl - 2, then G is not Ramsey size linear, and if G is connected
and e(G) < lcl * 1, then G is Ramsey size linear. Furthermore, there
exist connected graphs which are Ramsey size linear and ones which are
not Ramsey size linear for all values of e(G) in the open interval lGl + 1 <
e(G) <2lcl-2.
The next result is a basis for showing that a graph G of order p and
size at Least 2p - 2 is not Ramsey size linear.

Theorem 25 (Erd6s, Faudree, Rousseau, and Schelp [16]). Iet G be a
fixed graph of order p : lGl and size q - e(G). Then, there exisfs a positive
constant c such that for n sufficiently larg,e,
r(G,

Kn),

"

(#)

(q-r) / (p-z)
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An immediate consequence of this is the following corollary.

Corollary 1. If G is agraphwithlGl)3 ande(G)>2lcl-2, thenG

is

not Ramsey size linear.
There are graphs of order p and size q : e(G)
size linear, as the following result confirms'

:

-

2p

3

that are Ramsey

Theorem 26 (Erd6s, Faudree, Rousseau, and Schelp [16]). tet Tp-t be
any tree on p - L vertices for p ) 2, Gp : K1*Tp-t, and Hn be any gaph
of size

n.

Then,

r(Ge, Hn) < 2n(p - 2) + lH"l.

corollary 2. If Hn is a graph of size n without
Gp: Kr lTr-r, then r(Gp,H") <2(P - l)n'

isolated vertices and

The following technical lemma is useful in proving the next theorem
which determines a class of Ramsey size linear graphs.
graphs, then so is Gt'Gz,
precisely
one vettex ftom each
the graph obtained by identifying

Lemma L,
which

is

If Gr and Gz ate Ramsey size linear

graph.

corollary 3, It G is a graph such that each of its blocks is Ramsey

size

linear, then G is Ramsey size linear.
any graph that contains a K+ is not Ramsey size linear. consequently, if H is a connected
graph on p-3 vertices withp ) 9, and g- 6 edges withp +2 < q I 2p -3,
then the graph K+. H is a graph with p vertices and q edges that is not
Ramsey size linear. Also, from Corollary 2, any subgraph H of G, with
q : e(H) < 2p - 3 edges is Ramsey size linear. Hence, there exists both
Ramsey size linear graphs and graphs that are not Ramsey size linear for
all values of q when p + 2 < q < 2P - 3.
It is known that all graphs of order at most 4 are Ramsey size linear
except for K4, which is not Ramsey size linear. Also, all graphs of order 5
and size at most 7 are Ramsey size linear except possibly for K5-(K2uK\z),
but it is not known if Ks - (K2U Ky2) is Ramsey size linear. The remaining
graphs of order 5 are not Ramsey size linear graphs by previous general
Since by Theorem 25,

r(Ka,K) > c(nllogr)ul',

results.

if I/ is not Ramsey
so upon the deletion of any edge. It has been noted

A graph I/ is called minimal Ramsey
size linear, but becomes

si,ze l,inear
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above that Ka is minimal Ramsey size linear. Other candidates are the
graphs Ks3, Ks - (KzU Kt,z), and the 3-dimensional cube Q3, since the
deletion of any edges from any one of these graphs will make it Ramsey size
Iinear, but it is not known if they are Ramsey size linear.

There are several interesting questions concerning Ramsey size linear

that remain.

Question 4. What are the minimal Ramsey
infinitely many such graphs?

Question 5.

e(H) < zlHl

-

If

size linear graphs?

every subgraph H of a gaph
3, then is G Ramsey size linear?

G

Are there

satisfies the condition

Question 6. Is there a constant c such that if for each positive integer n
both r(G,7") S cn for all trees Tn with n vertices and r(G, K") S cn2 , then
G is Ramsey size linear?
Another concept closely related to the size Ramsey number was considered

in

[12].

Definition 6 (Erd6s and Faudree [tZ]). The upper
numbers are the following: the upper

p(G,H):

min {n e

s'i,ze

Ramsey number is

Z+ : if L e

then -L +

and lower size Ramsey

Kr(G,H) and. e(L)

)

n,

(G,H)j

and the lower s'ize Ramsey number is

r*(G,H):

min

{e(L) : L c K,G,n and -L -+ (G,H)).

Observe that the lower size Ramsey number is the same as the restricted
size Ramsey number mentioned in Section 2. We introduced both terms to
be consistent with their use in the references. Clearly, r.{G,H) < p(G,H),

and

if r.(G,H) 1q 1p(G,H), then there are graphs Lr,Lz e Kr@,H)
e(,L1) : e(Lz) - q such that -L1 -+ (G,fI), but L2 -++ (G, H).
It is easy to establish the following bounds which cannot be improved

with

when the graphs are arbitrary.

Theorem 27 (Erdris and Faudree [tZ]). For any pair of graphs G
without isolates,

p(G,H) >

(",",

,r,

- r)

+ d(G) + 6(H)

-

r,

and

H
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and

r. (G, H) 2 e(G) + e(H)

-

t.

i(G, H) < r.(G,H),it is of interest to see that r*(G, H)-f (G,H)
may be large. This can be seen from the following results. An (n, k)-linear
forest is a graph of order n consisting of the disjoint union of k nontrivial
Since

paths.

Theorem 28 (Erd6s and Faudree ltZ]).
(i) Let L1 and L2 be (u,k) and (n2,k2) linear forests with n1* fu )
nz * kz. Then, there is a constant Q such that i(L1, L) < q(nt * nz)
and r* (L1, Lz) > @2 - k)(2n1 * n2 - k2 - 2) 18.
(ii) For n ) 3, there is a constant c2 such that i(L1,L2) I c2n and
r* (Lr, Lz) > n(Zn - L).
(iii) For n)-1, f(nK2,nK2):2n - 1 and r*(nK2,nKz) > n(3n -2)18'
The exact values of. r*(G,fI) and p(G,H) are known only for very
special graphs. In particular, they are known when G is either K3, C5, or
Bz: K+-e and H: Kt,n.

Theorem 29 (Erdtis and Faudree [tZ]).
tt(G,

Kun)

: ('";')

For

n) 3 and G -- Ks,82

or C5,

-t#l

and

r*(G,Kyn): ('"; ') - (;)
There are several unanswered questions. One of the most interesting is
to determine or give good estimates for F(G ,Tn) and r* (G, fl, ) , when G is
a cycle, book, or wheel and Tn is a tree on n vertices.
The concept of size Ramsey number can also be applied to other combinatorial objects as well. There is the natural extension to hypergraphs,
and an example of this can be found in a paper of Bielak and Gorgol in [5].
The concept can also be extended to matroids as was done in [28] by Hurst
and Reid.
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